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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach for a Webbased diagnosis cockpit for the field of neurology which can be
deployed either in a Web-based environment or as an on-premise
solution. We strongly emphasize self service capabilities by adding
additional metadata. Often, diseases manifest themselves through
varying combinations of symptoms, especially in the field of
neurology. Supporting medical staff in the process of finding a
correct diagnosis to a hypothesis in a timely manner is very
desirable to improve a patients outcome.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Medical diagnoses in general, and neurological diagnoses,
in particular, manifest themselves in different and varying combinations of symptoms. Practitioners rely on their experience
and knowledge to find a diagnosis based on a hypothesis.
They have to deal with various different symptoms and need
to decide whether to perform further diagnostics or to begin
an appropriate treatment. Stroke is one of the most common
diseases in Germany. About six billion Euros are spent each
year for the treatment of the most frequent types1 . Especially
for stroke patients a rapid and early diagnosis significantly
improves their prognosis and allows for taking appropriate
measures. It is therefore very desirable to offer support to
medical staff as much as possible.
Hospitals and resident doctors have to deal with limited
resources and minimal information technology capacities. Acquisition and operation of large scale solutions is often not
an option. Expert interviews also indicate a demand for a
solution which is easily accessible, needs minimal maintenance
and blends seamlessly into the the daily work of the medical
staff. Recently, we performed several expert interviews with
doctors, controllers and information technology (IT) managers
from local hospitals [1]. On foundation of those interviews, we
were able to create a theoretical concept with a corresponding
business process for support systems, which we developed in
close cooperation with the interviewed experts [2]. In addition,
we propose an approach for Web-based analytical information
systems with self-service of business users in mind. We
evaluated the developed prototype in several scenarios with
business users who had different levels of previous knowledge
[3]. The overall feedback was very positive - therefore we
adapted architecture, structure and approach for developing the
diagnosis cockpit.
1 see diagnosis code I60, I61, I63, I65 at www.gbe-bund.de - last visited
2015-01-14
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In this paper, we present the first approach for a Web-based
diagnosis cockpit for the field of neurology. Our approach
comprises an expert system with an underlying knowledge
base, an interface to provide additional metadata and a HTML5
frontend. With the introduction of additional metadata, we
strive to make our system more accessible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
foundations of our work, namely expert systems in neurology
and Web based decision support systems (DSS). Section III
analyzes the problem statement and introduces the architectural
requirements for a Web-based diagnosis cockpit. Section IV
presents our approach and gives an overview of the developed
prototype and its architecture. Finally, the paper concludes
with Section V, in which we point out remaining research
and development challenges.
II. F OUNDATION
Expert systems are software solutions utilizing specialists
knowledge in order to support the decision-making process
[4]. Contrary to other knowledge-based systems, which expert
systems belong to, a knowledge base is derived from human
experts. However, expert systems seek to reduce the need for
human experts in practice. This is one main advantage, because
human experts are often very costly [5]. In the healthcare domain, arious attempts of applying expert systems exist and the
possible benefits are widely recognized [6, 7, 8]. Research and
development of medical expert systems started in the 70s and
systems are still evolving. MYCIN [9] and CADUCEUS [10]
represent early attempts of expert systems with an inference
engine. They were superseded by systems able to deal with
imprecise or incomplete information. At present, computer
systems are used in various steps of a patients treatment, e.g.
in detecting adverse drug events [11]. But diagnosis related
expert systems are rarely used in practice [12, 13, 14].
A. Expert Systems in Neurology
In a recent survey, we searched PubMed, Mendeley and
Google Scholar for the terms neurology, expert systems, diagnosis support systems, decision support systems and healthcare
in various combinations. We identified more than 15,000
references. After further filtering, we were able to reduce
this set by 14,920 references. Afterwards we identified and
removed 21 duplicates, 41 unrelated references and 11 reviews
and editorials. Finally, we were left with 59 full text references
from which 43 turned out to be unrelated work and 11
were identified as reviews or editorials. Subsequent to this,
only eight full text references, actually dealing with diagnosis
support systems in neurology, still remained [15].
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF LITERATURE ANALYSIS
Name
Bunke
Bickel
Roses
Reimers
Borgohain
Borgohain
Ghahazi

Last update
1988
2006
2009
2009
2012
2012
2014

Number of diseases
unknown
400
6
unknown
4
1
1

Target diseases
Neurological diseases
Neurological diseases
Neurological diseases
Neurological diseases
Neuromuscular disorders
Cerebral Palys Diagnosis
Multiple Sclerosis

Table I gives an overview of our findings. We discovered
different approaches for expert systems in neurology, but
we found no references which show or hint at a routine
application of any expert system. This emphasizes our previous
findings [2]. In all cases, no considerations regarding user
interface, comprehensibility of suggestions, expandability and
customizability of knowledge are published. For practitioners
in healthcare it is crucial that the results of the experts are
comprehensible.
B. Web-based Decision Support Systems
Usually DSS consist of three basic components: A data
management component, a knowledge base and a user interface. In case of Web-based DSS, they can be probably
deployed on individual servers. DSS are very close to database
management systems (DBMS) and are often built on top of
a DBMS. More recent approaches tend to integrate the DSS
into a broader application [23]. Those integrated DSS allow
for an improved workflow and they are likely to be used more
frequently. Most DSS, and also integrated DSS, are regular
desktop applications and therefore need to be installed on
every computer, where access is required. Furthermore, they
do not offer an expandable knowledge base. Rare Web-based
DSS offer access through common Web browser and mobile
devices, which will be particularly important in hospitals.
III. R EQUIREMENTS AND B USINESS D RIVERS
During the expert interviews, we were able to derive the
following requirements for a diagnosis cockpit:
Performance: Performance comparable to common desktop
solutions.
Modularity and expandability: It should be possible to subsequently add complementary functionality to the prototype.
Expandability of knowledge: It should be possible to modify and expand the underlying knowledge base.
Metadata: Meaningful metadata should be provided to increase efficiency and accessibility when performing analyses.
User empowerment: It should be possible for inexperienced
users to perform complex analyses.
Web standards: The prototype should use Web standards and
should conform to the RESTful architecture paradigm.
Representational State Transfer (REST) is widely accepted as a simper alternative to service approaches [24].
A recent study [7] lists additional success factors for clinical DSS, which include seamless integration in the workflow
of clinicians, integration of the DSS into a broader system,
provision of recommendations rather then decisions, minimal
data input, easy access and clear presentation of the results.
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Knowledge base
Specialized literature
unknown
unknown
Specialized literature
Expert interviews
Expert interviews
unknown

Method
Database, rule-based
Database, statistical
Rule-based
Database, rule-based
Rule-based
Rule-based
Fuzzy logic

Provision
unknown
Desktop Application
Web-based
Desktop Application
Desktop Application
Desktop Application
Spreadsheet

Reference
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]

In Section IV we show how we approach the requirements
and in Section V we will point out what we intend to do to
fulfill them.
IV. A PPROACH FOR A D IAGNOSIS C OCKPIT
In this section, we present our approach for a Web-based
diagnosis cockpit. In Section IV-A we describe the server
side of our application and especially how we utilize various
technologies for our purpose. In Section IV-B, we explain the
implementation of our client, with particular emphasis on selfservice and the usage of metadata.
The framework conditions for our approach are determined
by the theoretical concept and the corresponding business
process. Both were developed in close cooperation with experts
from the healthcare domain. Figure 1 depicts an excerpt of the
business process. It shows how case data, meta data and patient
data are prepared and provided.
A. Server side Prototype
For developing the server side part of our prototype, we
chose Spring Boot, which offers rapid application development
capabilities whilst being well extensible. This complies with
our requirement Modularity and expandability. Our prototype
does not require a dedicated application server but only a Java
Virtual Machine. Moreover, it relies on a relational database
for storing data. In future iterations we’d like to add a NoSQL
database for storing / caching unstructured data. Figure 2
shows the structure of the application. We implemented a
structure conforming to the Representational State Transfer
(REST) software architecture style. RESTful Web services for
data exchange between client and server are implemented.
These standards were chosen to comply with the business
driver Web standards. Moreover, we added the capability to
work securely in a multi-client environment.
Concering the Recommender component, we have not yet
finally decided which approach to follow. We are evaluating
whether to use FuzzyLogic or to rely on crisp rules and emulate
a fuzzy approach. We created small knowledge based on the
expert interviews and implemented the knowledge base with
Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) and JBoss Drools Domain
Specific Language. Drools [25] offers a comprehensive environment for developing expert systems with a crisp rule set.
There are approaches using fuzzy logic with Drools, but they
are not mature, yet [26]. FCL was standardized by IEC 611317 and different Java implementations exits, eg. jFuzzyLogic
[27].
At the moment we carry out experiments to decide which
approach complies most with our requirements (see section III), especially Performance. Listing 1 shows an FCL
example for Neuritis Vestibularis. There are four possible
symptoms as inputs and the diagnosis as an output. Altogether,
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Figure 1. Preparation and Provision of Case Data, Metadata and Patient Data

we deducted seven rules from expert interviews, but only the
one which produces sure is depicted as an example.
Additional, meaningful metadata is provided through the
integration of third-party services. Our prototype fetches domain specific knowledge, regarding diagnoses, symptoms and
clinical pathways, from the ”Deutsche Gesellschaft für Neurologie” [28]. We search PubMed for supplementary literature to the recommendations produced by our Recommender.
PubMed is a search engine access provider to the MedLine
database of medical publications. In future iterations we plan
to integrate WikiData to access correct medical classification
codes. Through the ServiceFactory we offer a unified access
point for possible clients as a RESTful interface. Data is
serialized into JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), before
sending it to the client.
FUNCTION_BLOCK Neuritis_vestibularis
VAR_INPUT
rotary_vertigo : REAL;
tendency_to_fall : REAL;
spontaneous_nystagmus : REAL;
unterberger_test : REAL;
END_VAR
VAR_OUTPUT
Neuritis_vestibularis : REAL;
END_VAR
FUZZIFY rotary_vertigo
TERM sudden := (0, 1) (2, 1) (4, 0)
TERM attack := (2, 0) (4, 1) (6, 1)
TERM constant := (6, 0) (8, 1) (10,
END_FUZZIFY
FUZZIFY tendency_to_fall
TERM left := 1;
TERM right := 2;
END_FUZZIFY
FUZZIFY spontaneous_nystagmus
TERM left := 1;
TERM right := 2;
END_FUZZIFY
FUZZIFY unterberger_test
TERM left := 1;
TERM right := 2;
END_FUZZIFY
DEFUZZIFY Neuritis_vestibularis
TERM possible := (0, 1) (4, 0) ;
TERM probable := (1, 0) (4,1) (6,1)
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TERM sure := (6, 0) (9, 1);
METHOD : COG;
DEFAULT := 0;
END_DEFUZZIFY
RULEBLOCK No1
AND : MIN;
ACT : MIN;
ACCU : MAX;
RULE 1 : IF rotary_vertigo IS sudden AND tendency_to_fall IS left AND
spontaneous_nystagmus IS right AND unterberger_test IS left THEN
Neuritis_vestibularis IS sure;
...
END_RULEBLOCK
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK

Listing 1. FCL Example for Neuritis Vestibularis

B. Client side Prototype
Our prototypical client consumes the Web services of
the described server side prototype. It was developed using
HTML5/JavaScript, especially AngularJS [29]. In order to
contribute to the business driver Modularity and expandability,
the application is organized in a modular way with reusable
components representing different aspects of the view.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the main view. 1 shows
a selected patient. Basic information about the patient is
provided (e.g. name, address etc.). Possible other fields to
display would be age, sex etc. Additional information about
medication, planned treatments etc can be seen at 2 . 3
shows a fever curve and other corresponding information with
customizeable charts is displayed. The process of filtering and
selecting a patient is accessible through a dedicated modal. 4
shows the selected symptoms with a short description. Possible
diagnoses with additional information can be seen at 5 . Again
the process of selecting symptoms is accessible through a
modal. Additional information in form of literature references
is provided at 6 . We constantly work on the user interface to
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Figure 2. Server Structure

comply with our requirements and make the application easily
accessible and integrate our approach into the daily routines
of practitioners.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND FURTHER C HALLENGES

We presented an approach for a Web-based diagnosis cockpit. According to early feedback from doctors and medical staff
our approach is very promising and a significant improvement
over existing solutions. The dynamic addition of metadata, the
easy access, the traceability and comprehensibility of results
are most important for medical staff. But there was some
criticism we need to work on in further iterations, mostly
regarding our operation concept. Whilst we developed only a
research prototype, a possible application accessible by end
users, must take security issues into account. In addition
we will rework parts of our operation concept, especially
regarding the processes of selecting patients and symptoms.
Feedback from IT managers was very positive as well. They
considered the low hurdle to usage and the minimal effort
needed to maintain our system very promising. At the moment,
we mostly work with sample data and an incomplete and
limited rule set. We are currently conducting a series of expert
interviews with doctors from a local hospital to build a larger
knowledge base. We aim to provide a reasonable set of rules
with which comprehensible results can be produced and will
continuously evaluate our work with practitioners from local
healthcare facilities. With a larger knowledge base we will have
the opportunity to perform more complete tests and finally
chose an approach for our knowledge base. Another planned
improvement concerns the modification of the underlying
knowledge base by users at runtime. At the moment it is
possible to modify the knowledge base with an external tool
and afterwards the server side part needs to be recompiled.
A future version could incorporate the needed user interface
elements which should allow users to modify the knowledge
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base.
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